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Influence of supervision on data quality and motivation
Quality (accuracy and completeness of answers)
Fatigue (especially in multi-day surveys)
Comparison of two independent multi-day surveys




High level of supervisionSelf-administered survey
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Common sample in both surveys MOSt and UTS
12 to 14 year old children
7 days
MOSt UTS
Traditional household survey Survey of pupils
Random sample from official statistics All pupils in class
Result: Mobility key figures, … Result: Mobility key figures, …
Input for travel demand models Travel behavior of pupils – active mobility
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Years of data collection 2009 & 2010 2013 & 2014
Age of respondents in 
analysed sample 12 to 14 years
Survey design
PAPI/CATI/CAWI PAPI
Trip diary based on KONTIV-design
Questionnaire Self-administered questionnaire
Time of survey Fall and spring Spring
First reference day Randomly over the week Wednesday
Motivation for 
participation
On a voluntary basis without 
incentive




Supervision face-to-face by 
researchers in class 
(four times a week)
Support by hotline and e-mail
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N 652 64 (2013); 62 (2014)
Survey questionnaires Household questionnaire, person/address questionnaire, trip diary
Variables in trip diary
Trip purpose
Time of start and arrival
Travel modes (in UTS stages)
Duration
Address of origin and destination
Weather conditions
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Written instructions and information on the questionnaire 
Contact by hotline
UTS
Travel diary was used in a group setting (classroom) 
Special supervision at four days during the period of one week 
MOSt
Totally self-administered without on-site support
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Trip rates by reported day, weekdays
y = -0,0397x + 3,3446





























MOSt (12 to 14 years)
UTS (12 to 14 years)
 Declining development for both
 MOSt has higher stability than UTS
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Trip rates by reported day, weekdays
Different starting day in MOSt
 Trip rates are similar over the starting day with a slight decrease
 Wednesday shows the highest decline (same range as UTS)
Data set Starting day of reporting period Count Intercept Slope
UTS Wednesday 126 3.3667 -0.1825
MOSt Monday 103 3.1282 0.0097
MOSt Tuesday 91 3.4275 -0.0429
MOSt Wednesday 101 3.5950 -0.1277
MOSt Thursday 97 3.3093 -0.0474
MOSt Friday 85 3.5965 -0.1071
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Share of trip makers per day (at least one trip a day) 
 Higher level for UTS, presumably, because of the “forced” process
 Fatigue exists due to declining graph in both
 MOSt extremely unmotivated might missing
y = -0,0031x + 0,9231


































MOSt (12 to 14 years)
UTS (12 to 14 years)
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Number of different modes used per trip
 Number of used modes per trip in the UTS survey is slightly higher than in the 
MOSt (due to surveying stages)





























MOSt (12 to 14 years)
UTS (12 to 14 years)
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Share of walking stages on transit trips
 Absolute level of share of walking stages in UTS is higher
 Development of the curves is very similar
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Comparison of different survey with many similarities
Specific target group
Supervision during the survey process has nearly no influence on 
fatigue effects.
Higher quality of answers in supervised survey especially for detailed 
information (e.g. stages, walking)
Survey design without supervision is sufficient for good results 
in traditional household travel surveys!
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